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School’s hard. Which is why, for 2017, Speedo has created the Super Sonic backpack. It’s engineered to keep 
things organized, even if the student is not. It rolls with a much appreciated raised laptop sleeve to protect corners 
from getting dinged. A hidden stash pocket to store and hide keys, cell phones and those precious hall passes. 
Plus it keeps smelly gym gear separate from school gear, and since it’s made with a breathable air mesh back  
and 100% poly fabrics, it’s much more “locker” than “locker room.” All at a price point that moves.

#LOCKERINSIDE
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 4                       DIRT BAG™ 
dirt bag™ keeps dirty or wet gear 
separated from clean garments.

 3                       3d molded 
 shoulder straps 
Ergonomic 3D molded shoulder straps 
offer maximum cushion and comfort 
while breathable turbo vent back panel 
system keeps back cool.

 2                       raised 15" 
 laptop sleeve 
Raised laptop sleeve to protect 
laptop corners.

 1                       pull-out 
 bleacher seat 
Bleacher seat is nestled behind the 
laptop sleeve and  can be removed  
and placed on hard/cold surfaces for  
a comfortable cushion and place to sit.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
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Made from tough nylon “ball hammer” material  |  Superior organization  |  
Bungee tether system attached by a lazer cut hypalon rubber patch keeps 
spare items securely fastened to the outside of the pack  |  Large zippered side 
compartment  |  Primary zips are highest quality YKK zippers

record breaker

stYle 7520110 msrp $89.00/B0544

size:  25L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Insignia Blue/Black 409/A48, Fuchsia Purple/Amarath 687/158

super sonic
Our opening price point pack is designed specifically to meet the diverse needs of any 
student   |  Built with a “Locker Inside” to keep gym gear separate from your school 
supplies and laptop   |   Engineered to maximize storage capacity, giving you efficient 
functional organization   |   Hidden pocket to store key/phone/valuables   |   Padded and 
raised laptop sleeve protects corners   |   Breathable air mesh back panel keeps back 
cool   |   Primary zips are highest quality YKK® zippers   |   Made with 100% poly fabrics
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stYle 7752002 msrp $49.00/B0542

size:  25L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Tie Dye Grey 063/749, Tie Dye Pink 693/754,  
Tie Dye Orange 840/758, Stars RWB 965/731
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1  hYdration pocket 
Staying hydrated while having 
fun in the sun is easy with the 
hydration pocket designed for 
easy access.

2  wet/drY pocket 
Keep wet and dirty gear 
seperate from other clean 
items in the pack.

pint size backpack

stYle   7520131     msrp   $29.00/B0541

size:  8L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Petal Pink 669/452, Electric Blue 433/561

Durable grab-n-go pack for kids   |  Great fun colors and prints  |   
Child’s “first” backpack
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hard deck messenGer
Essential coaches bag built tough with 900 D material that can withstand  
extreme temperatures   |   Strong-coated material for water resistance and high 
abrasion   |   Unique 3-point zip system allowing you to open the pack quickly and 
efficiently for easy organization   |   Great organization inside  |  Adjustable straps  | 
Raised 15” laptop and tablet sleeves
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stYle    7520135    msrp   $79.00/B0593

size:  24L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Speedo Black 001/001

0
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Built tough with 900 D material that can withstand extreme temperatures   |    
Strong-coated material for water resistance and high abrasion   |   Unique 3-point  
zip system allowing you to open the pack quickly and efficiently for easy organization   |   
Side mounted organization that opens like a book  |  Wet dry pocket on opposite side  |   
Water resistance TP coated zipper at top for maximum protection of items   |   Retractable 
shoulder straps allows for the bag to convert to duffle mode   |   Easy handle grip at front 
for carrying   |   Raised 15” laptop and tablet sleeves inside   |   Primary zips are highest 
quality YKK® zippers

hard deck 

stYle    7520136  msrp   $99.00/B0594

size:  25L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Speedo Black 001/001

FEATURES & BENEFITS

ELITE TEAM 
COLLECTION
This line of packs is designed to meet the  
most demanding coach’s needs. With premier  
function and style, these packs combine unique  
water and sun protection features with specialized  
internal storage areas for gear, laptops and more.  
Perfect for local meets and even better for packing  
up for those long-distance trips, the Elite Team offers 
coaches and swimmers alike everything its name implies.
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 2                   one of kind “s” zip 
The primary zip configuration is  
so unique it forms an “S” pattern 
which enables the easiest access  
to items inside and opens like a  
book to create a “station” when  
fully unzipped.

 1                       on-demand seatinG 
Ergonomic 3D molded back panel 
instantly transforms  from pack to chair.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Ergonomic 3D molded shoulder straps are padded for comfort and perforated  
for ventilation  

 3                       Great 
 orGanization 
Inside the pack is well thought  
out athletic organization including  
an offset raised laptop sleeve to 
protect corners.

 4                       DIRT BAG™ 
dirt bag™ keeps dirty or wet gear 
separated from clean garments.

stYle   7520114   msrp   $99.00/B0594

size:  25L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Black/DarkGull Grey 015/777

Everything you need and nothing you don’t for race day.  |  Made of tough 100 
denier double ripstop nylon that is light as a feather and ridiculously durable  |  
Front zipper helmet carry uses a powerful 4-way stretch mesh material that keeps 
helmet secure while also offering copious storage for miscellaneous items from 
keys to spare change  |  The most considered tri pack ever made.  Designed by 
athletes, for athletes

 1                                     3-point zip 
Speedo unique three headed  
zip system allows pack to be 
opened into an organized relay  
station without removing helmet.

 2     eXtreme 
 orGanization 
Internal organization with 
dedicated pockets for running  
and cycling footwear.

 3      wetsuit
 compartment 
Expandable zip out drainage 
pocket holds wet or dry wetsuit.

 4                             eYewear 
 protection 
Top pocket has separate fleece 
pocket for sunglasses or  
swim goggles.

 5                                         3d molded
 shoulder strap 
Ergonomic 3D molded shoulder 
straps are padded for comfort 
and perforated for ventilation.  

 6      3d molded
 back panel 
Ergonomic 3D molded back 
panel improves ventilation  
air flow. 

 7                                     360° reflective 
 pipinG 
360° reflective piping provides 
excellent visibility in low  
light/night environments.

 8     hYdration port 
Built-in room for hydration and  
a dedicated ambidextrious  
hydration port.

 9      DIRT BAG™ 
Removable dirt bag™ keeps  
dirty or wet gear separated  
from clean garments.

10                              comfort 
 hip belt 
Soft hip belts made to  
conform to your sides to  
keep pack in place.

11                    built to last 
 zippers 
Primary zips are highest  
quality YKK® zippers.  

12     bike pump 
 strap 
Side strap  to secure a bike pump.   
 

tri clops backpack WINNING FEATURES
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stYle    7520121 msrp   $139.00/B0596

size:  50L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Black/Gray/Red 001/001
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 3                       built-to-last 
 zippers 
Primary zips are highest  
quality YKK® zippers. 

 1                       removable 
 DIRT BAG™ 
dirt bag™ keeps wet and dirty  
items away from electronics and  
clean clothes. dirt bag™ is removable 
and can be clipped on pack exterior.

 2                     pull-out 
 bleacher seat 
Speedo red zipper signals our 
proprietary pull out bleacher seat  
that rests behind the laptop sleeve  
and provides an instant cushioned,  
dry place to sit.

 3                       raised 15" 
 laptop & 
 tablet sleeves 
Offset and raised laptop sleeve  
to protect laptop corners.

new colorsteamster backpack
Our iconic 35L “swimmer’s go-to” backpack  |  Classic shape and styling of the 
Speedo Team Pro backpack with new and improved materials and a quality 
addition like an offset raised laptop sleeve to protect corners  |  Removable  
dirt bag™ keeps wet and dirty items away from electronics and clean clothes | 
Durable exterior shell is built tough with abrasion resistance for demanding 
athletes  |  Primary zips are highest quality YKK® zippers

size: 25 & 35L

colors (NRF/EXT) 
25l Speedo Black 001/001, Royal Blue 437/043, Fuchsia Purple/Azalea Pink 673/B74,
Digi Camo Purple 540/682, Digi Camo RWB 964/666, Digi Camo Grey 061/743
 
35l Speedo Black 001/001, Blue Grotto/Black 465/B71, Hunter Green/Black 301/B87, 
Blazing Yellow/Black 750/B90, Navy/Red/White 410/395, Navy 412/041,  
Fuchsia Purple/Azalea Pink 673/B74, Speedo Purple 502/005,  
Formula One/Black 642/B83, Royal Blue 437/043, Frost Gray/Black 062/B78,  
Jasmine Green/Black 335/B88, Bright Marigold/Black 821/B93,  
Camo/Forest Green 961/B94, Cordovan/Black 643/B84 Digi Camo Purple 540/682,  
Digi Camo RWB 964/666, Digi Camo Grey 061/743, Camo Mesh Grey 063/658,  
Caged Black 003/374, Caged White 113, Caged Blue 461, Caged Pink 690,  
Tie Dye Grey 011, Tie Dye Green 340, Tie Dye Turq 441, Tie Dye Royal 460, Tie Dye Pink 693

35l stYle   7520115   msrp   $69.00/B0543
25l stYle   7520116   msrp   $64.00/B0023
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stYle   7520117   msrp   $59.00/B0592

size:  38L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Navy 412/041, Speedo Black 001/001, Royal Blue 437/043,  
Multi Green Camo/Black 963/B95, Digi Camo RWB 964/666,  
Caged Black 003/374, Caged White 113, Caged Blue 461,  
Caged Pink 690, Tie Dye Grey 011, Tie Dye Green 340,  
Tie Dye Turq 441, Tie Dye Royal 460, Tie Dye Pink 693

teamster duffle
Perfect for carrying all your swim gear to and from the pool, travel meets, 
or a weekend getaway  |  Padded shoulder strap  |  Offset raised  
laptop sleeve to protect corners  |  Durable exterior shell is built tough  
with abrasion resistance for demanding athletes  |  Primary zips are  
highest quality YKK® zippers
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stYle   7752007   msrp   $55.00/B00572

stYle   7752011   msrp   $60.00/B00572

size:  30L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Charcoal 010, Fuchsia 673, Speedo Black 001, Turquoise 440

colors
Speedo Black 001

team rucksack iii

teamster briefcase

From the classic shape to the light weight water resistant fabric,  
we’ve infused the new Team Rucksack into a versatile bag that’s  
perfect for everyday use  |  Roll top with front clip fastening  |  
Integrated wet/dry kit area  |  Adjustable straps

The ultimate coaches briefcase maintains the same design language as the Teamster backpack  
for a clean cohesive collection  |  Great organization with plenty of room for storage  |   
Laptop and tablet sleeves inside  |  Adjustable padded shoulder strap  |  Fleece lined side pocket  
for phone/key/valuables  |  Ventilated bottom wet/dry pouch for storage of any wet or dirty items  |  
Tough abrasion resistant exterior 
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 1                       new packable 
 feature 
These bags have the ability to be 
packed up and stowed away within 
themselves for added convenience 
and mobility

13  I  2017 PACKS & BAGS
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ventilator mesh baG

deluXe ventilator 
mesh baG

Classic shape of the speedo deluxe mesh bag with new styling and improved materials  |  
Medium sized equipment bag designed to hold all your swimming essentials  |  Open weave 
mesh for strength and quick drying  |  Drawstring closure keeps items together and secure  
in bag  |  Available in a wide assortment of core team colors

Classic shape of the speedo deluxe mesh bag with new styling and improved materials  |  
Medium sized equipment bag designed to hold all your swimming essentials  |  Open weave 
mesh for strength and quick drying  |  Shoulder straps for backpack carry  |  Available in a 
wide assortment of core team colors

stYle    7520119     msrp    $15.50/B577

colors (NRF/EXT)
Formula One 644/B86, Speedo Black 001/001, Blue Grotto 425/B68,  
Jasmine Green 342/550, Insignia Blue 426/B69, Bright Marigold 834/182,  
Fuchsia Purple 674/B75, Imperial Blue 427/B72, Frost Gray 052/B77,  
Blazing Yellow 733/B89, Prism Violet 552/162
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stYle    7520118   msrp    $19.50/B579

colors (NRF/EXT)
Formula One 644/B86, Speedo Black 001/001, Blue Grotto 425/B68,  
Jasmine Green 342/550, Insignia Blue 426/B69, Bright Marigold 834/182,  
Fuchsia Purple 674/B75, Imperial Blue 427/B72, Frost Gray 052/B77,  
Blazing Yellow 733/B89, Prism Violet 552/162, Cage White 113, Cage Blue 461, 
Cage Pink 690, Tie Dye Black 011, Tie Dye Green 340, Tie Dye Turq 441,  
Tie Dye Royal 460, Tie Dye Pink 693
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ventilator duffle
This hydrophobic and high abrasion mesh bag redefines what a training bag is all about  |   
Large enough to fit all your swim training equipment and miscellaneous gear  |  Highly durable 
open weave mesh for strength and quick drying properties  |  Webbing handles for easy carry to 
and from the pool  |  Padded shoulder strap for alternate carry or heavier loads  |  Primary zips 
are highest quality YKK® zippers

size:  40L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Formula One/Black 642/B83, Speedo Black 001/001 

stYle   7520127   msrp   $44.00/B0022

ventilator tote
Our incredibly light weight and quick drying 40L tote  |  Made with hydrophobic  
sandwich airmesh promoting a high degree of breathability and air flow  |   
Clean and simple internal organization  |  Offset and raised laptop sleeve  
protects corners  |  Primary zips are highest quality YKK® zippers

stYle   7520128   msrp   $40.00/B0002

size:  40L

colors (NRF/EXT)
Fuchsia Purple/Hawaiian Ocean 666/991, Speedo Black 001/001
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VENTILATOR 
SERIES
One of our lightest collection of bags, this entire series 
features high ventilation for the quickest drying of gear  
and easy access. Available in a wide assortment of  
team colors and styles, the Ventilator series lets you  
spend a day at the pool or beach with all your gear and 
without bringing a load of sand or water home with you.



speedo usa
6251 Katella Avenue
Cypress, CA 90630
PH. 800.547.8770
Fx. 800.835.6373

speedousa.com
speedocanada.com
speedomexico.com

Speedo and       are registered trademarks  
of and used under license from Speedo  
International Limited. 


